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MAINFRAME DEPENDENCY IN A DIGITAL WORLD

Overview
Overview

Financial Service Firms Rely On The
Mainframe To Support Major Workloads

Current State

In the age of digital transformation, financial service (FS) leaders
know the journey to cloud is unavoidable, but that cloud alone is not
the future.1 FS firms rely on the mainframe to support mission-critical
workloads, and they plan to upgrade their mainframe infrastructures
to accomplish long-term goals. Most surveyed leaders (73%) said
their organizations do this by transforming existing core applications
through modularizing with APIs.

Approach
Conclusion

As hybrid cloud (a combination of on-premises infrastructure,
private cloud, and/or public cloud) becomes more prevalent, FS
leaders are taking a buy-plus-build approach to integrate core
applications on the mainframe. Specifically, 79% of FS leaders plan
to have either a buy or a buy-plus-build approach when it comes to
digital and core banking application. Firms recognize the benefits of
keeping workloads on the mainframe, and they expect mainframe
usage to increase.
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Key Findings
Financial service firms rely on hybrid
cloud strategies, and 87% believe the
mainframe has long-term viability as a
strategic platform.
Mainframe usage is continually
increasing. Firms use the mainframe
and private cloud to support their major
workloads, and they benefit by migrating
more workloads to the mainframe.
FS firms are integrating their existing
core applications using a buy-plus-build
methodology.
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Overview

The Future: Hybrid Cloud With An Emphasis
On Mainframe

Current State

Financial service companies understand that cloud is pivotal to
success. Respondents said developing a comprehensive hybrid
cloud strategy is a top critical priority in the next 12 months, and 85%
said hybrid cloud will become more prevalent in their organization’s
future IT environment.

Approach

There is a misconception that increasing cloud usage equates to a
decrease of mainframe usage. This is false. Respondents said their
organizations plan to upgrade their mainframe infrastructures in
tandem with their hybrid cloud strategies. Mainframe is a pivotal part
of these strategies, and 87% of respondents said they believe the
mainframe has long-term viability.
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“How is your organization prioritizing each of
the following technology initiatives over the
next 12 months?”
(Select one per row.)
Critical priority

Developing a comprehensive
hybrid cloud strategy

Upgrading
mainframe infrastructure

Modernizing applications for
the cloud with microservices
and/or containers

Conclusion

Modernizing
mainframe applications
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High priority
56%
37%

53%
40%

47%
44%

46%
48%

Base: 151 directors and above with responsibilities on the cloud at finance services and/or insurance
organizations in the US and Canada
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, June 2021
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Overview

FS Firms
Migrate More
Workloads To
The Mainframe
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Current State

Mainframe usage is on the rise. FS firms are actively planning to modernize their applications and to
increase workloads on the mainframe. Respondents indicated that their organizations’ mainframe usage
has increased by 4% to 8% in the last year, and they expect it to continue to increase by 6% to 8% in the
next year. This can be attributed to both an increase of applications and mainframe functionality. Improving
connectivity to modern cloud-native and mobile applications via APIs and change data capture solutions is
a common source of workload growth as part of application modernization efforts.
51%

Approach

“What percentage of
the following resided,
reside, or will reside,
on your mainframe?”

37%

41%

45%

45%

49%

(Select one per column.)
Conclusion

Applications average
Data average

12 months ago
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Today

12 months from now

Base: 151 directors and above with responsibilities on the cloud at finance services and/or insurance
organizations in the US and Canada
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, June 2021
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Overview

Major Workloads Remain On The Mainframe
And Private Cloud

Current State

In financial services specifically, mainframe and private cloud
infrastructure remain a key landing spot for mission-critical systems
of record. The majority of FS institutions continue to run core
banking, digital banking, and payment and card services workloads
on-premises. Transaction processing throughput and integrity, data
security, and infrastructure resilience are all drivers that influence the
decision to maintain and expand on-premises investments to support
the core workloads.

“How does your organization currently run the
following applications/workloads?”
Private cloud

Mainframe

Digital banking services
40%

25%

Enterprise content management (ECM)
33%

27%

Payments and card services

Approach

27%

22%

Finance and accounting
38%

22%

Conclusion

Core banking
38%
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23%

Base: 151 directors and above with responsibilities on the cloud at finance services and/or insurance
organizations in the US and Canada
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, June 2021
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“What are your plans for the following applications?”

Overview
Current State
Approach
Conclusion

FS Firms Replace “Buy Or Build” With
“Buy Plus Build”

(Select one per row.)

During the past 30 years, FS decision-makers were forced to make
a strategic choice: spend time and resources building custom
applications that could be uniquely tailored to business processes
or purchase off-the-shelf applications that are easy to roll out, built
on proven technology, offer a faster ROI, and bring new business
capabilities with their updates. Now, with the advance of cloud-native
technologies like containers, APIs, and microservices, there are
better options to integrate and extend industry solutions using the
same technologies that custom app developers use. As a result, most
FS firms plan to adopt a buy-plus-build approach to gain speed and
consistency where they need it and to customize applications where
it provides the most business value.

Omnichannel banking
and customer experience

21%

Digital and core banking

21%

Product, pricing, billing,
and offer management

19%

44%

37%

Governance, risk and/or
regulatory compliance

18%

47%

35%

Digital and
instant payments

17%

Firms are looking to this approach for most applications, including,
omnichannel banking, customer experience, digital banking, and
core banking.
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Buy

Buy plus build

Build
41%

52%

40%

Base: 151 directors and above with responsibilities on the cloud at finance services and/or insurance
organizations in the US and Canada
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, June 2021

38%

27%

42%
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Overview

FS Leaders Are Focusing On Critical
Workloads For Modernization

Current State

As firms modernize from monolithic architectures to modular
microservices architectures, they are prioritizing the most critical
workloads. Customer information, digital engagement, and core
banking are the top three workloads FS leaders consider, followed
by lending and payments (see figure on the right). These areas are
cornerstones to FS firms, which is why business leaders are ensuring
their security.

“As you progressively modernize from monolithic
to a modular microservices architecture, what are
some key areas of consideration?”
(Select all that apply.)
Customer information (e.g., profile
information, relationship-based information,
account creation, access to aggregated
account information)
45%

Digital engagement (support for
mobile, online channels, etc.)

Approach

Core banking (deposits, loans, basic
customer and product information)

40%

44%

Lending and mortgages (origination,
filing, approvals, sanction, servicing,
securities, etc.)

Conclusion

Payments and authorization (payment
initiation, managing authorization)
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46%

38%

Base: 151 directors and above with responsibilities on the cloud at finance services and/or insurance
organizations in the US and Canada
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, June 2021
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Overview
Current State

Firms Understand
The Benefits Of
The Mainframe
And Plan
To Increase
Investments
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Financial service leaders recognize the benefits of keeping their organizations’ existing workloads on
the mainframe and/or moving new workloads to the mainframe. Specifically, respondents indicated that
the mainframe provides improved reliability and redundancy, faster real-time processing, and improved
operational efficiency. To ensure their organizations continue to reap the benefits, 90% of respondents
said their firm plans to upgrade its mainframe environment in the next year.

Approach

“What are the technical benefits of keeping or
moving more workloads to your mainframe?”

“What are the business benefits of keeping or
moving more workloads to your mainframe?”

(Select all that apply.)

(Select all that apply.)

Improved reliability and redundancy

Conclusion

Faster real-time processing
Lowered dependency on retiring workforce

52%
48%
44%
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Improved overall operational efficiency
Gained competitive advantage

43%

35%
Better adherence to regulatory and privacy compliance
34%
More predictable development cycles
34%
Base: 151 directors and above with responsibilities on the cloud at finance services and/or insurance
organizations in the US and Canada
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of IBM, June 2021
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Overview

Conclusion

Current State

Cloud apps, tools, and services are necessary, but public cloud
providers alone are not enough. Firms must look to the mainframe
and private cloud infrastructure to run workloads and secure data.
As development teams modernize core workloads, they will connect
them to business logic and data that will remain on the mainframe
for years. As a result, FS leaders should plan to expand both cloudnative and mainframe usage while understanding the mainframe is
critical for success.

Approach

This modernization approach will complement data security and
transactional performance of mainframes with horizontal scaling and
modularity of cloud-native architectures. As FS applications providers
embrace containerization and API-enabled services, they should
rapidly deploy new workloads that are easy to integrate, deploy,
customize, and tailor.

Conclusion
Conclusion
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Overview

Methodology

Current State

This Opportunity Snapshot was commissioned by IBM. To create this
profile, Forrester Consulting supplemented this research with custom
survey questions asked of 151 directors from finance services and/or
insurance organizations in the US and Canada who are responsible for
the cloud. The custom survey began and was completed in June 2021.

Demographics
COUNTRY

COMPANY TOTAL ASSETS

United States

66%

$5 billion or less

42%

Canada

34%

More than $5 billion

58%

RESPONDENT LEVEL

ENDNOTES
“Financial Services Firms Have Solid Plans For Transformation But Lack Urgency,” Forrester
Research, Inc., September 13, 2019.
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Approach
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POSITION/DEPARTMENT

C-level executive

32%

Vice president

36%

Director

31%

Digital/digital
transformation team

26%

IT/technology strategy
architecture

26%

Governance, risk
management, and
compliance

25%

Product management/
development

23%

